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English translation: 

 
Woman voice: I mean today, for example, when we speak dialectal Egyptian, we find 
words that come from Turkey and France. I mean, for example, here in Egypt, when we 
want to say thank you, yes, we say thank you, but a lot of people say “merrci.” 
 
Woman (white shirt): Yes …. 
 
Woman voice: And “merrci” is a word that originally comes from “merci,” which is a 
French word. This is an example, for example … but there are other things.  I mean, “ya 
bacha,” that is Turkish: “ya basha, ya bey.” I mean the things that we say in …. 
 
Woman (white shirt): There is something that will maybe make you laugh a lot. In 
Alexandria, maybe more than in Cairo, Masr, there are the carriages with the horse ….1 

                                                 
1 In some parts of Cairo and Alexandria, particularly on the banks of the Nile, horse-drawn carriages are 
still common, and tourists and Egyptians enjoy taking tours around the Nile and the city with them. 
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Woman voice:  I just want to, before you continue, I just want to say that when Ms. 
Marlene says “Masr”2 she means Cairo, because, I mean, when we Egyptians say “Masr,” 
we mean Cairo, as it is a big city …. so we say “Masr.”  Please continue.  I’m sorry. 
 
Woman (white shirt): No, so, as I was saying, in Alexandria, they have a lot of carriages. 
I mean even today there are a lot of horse-drawn carriages in Alexandria. And when the 
driver drives the horse-drawn carriage, and someone goes by next to him, he tells him in 
Arabic “waarda, waarda, waarda!”  What does “waarda” mean?  It comes from the Italian 
word “guarda,” which means “look in front of you,” or “be careful”:  “guarda”3 … which 
means, “look: be careful!” Up to today he says, “waarda!” “waarda!” 
 

Woman voice: Ah, so in the language there are things ….  
 
Woman (white shirt): Yes!  I mean this is an Italian word, which they turned into [part of 
the] Egyptian language.  
 
Woman voice: I see that this is a beautiful thing, I mean …. 
 
Woman (white shirt): Yes! If you listen in the street, there is someone that says 
“robavekia”4 -- the person who buys old things. It comes from the Italian word “roba 
vecchia,” which means something old, an old dress. Old things, which he buys … and he 
gives you money in exchange, or a plate, or a basin, or he gives you anything. This is a 
word that is also …. 
 
Woman voice: This is really a beautiful thing.  
 
Woman (white shirt):  I mean, everyone understands it. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
2 Masr is originally the translation for Egypt. However, in Egypt, people commonly use the word to mean 
both “Egypt” and “Cairo,” as it is the main city in the country.  
 
3  Two sentences follow in Italian.  Translation: “Look I have something.  Look I have someone.” 
 
4 There are different types of street vendors in Egypt. One of these street vendors buys used things from 
people in exchange for money or other things. The person who does [this] is famous, because they scream 
“robavekia” in the street to let people know they are going by.  
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